Chevy express fuel pump relay location

The fuel pump relay gives the fuel pump power when it is time to build up fuel pressure in the
rail. There are different reasons due to which the fuel pump relay fails. In this article, we will
discuss symptoms that your fuel relay failed, location, replacement cost, and how to diagnose
it. The relay can fail due to many reasons, from dust to electrical power surges, anything can
affect the well-being of a fuel pump relay. The engine control module does always monitor all
engine sensors to ensure they do not show the wrong values. If the ECU suspect a wrong value
from any sensor, it will light up the check engine light. The ECU monitors the fuel pressure with
the help of the fuel pressure sensor. If the fuel pump relay suddenly fails, it will light up the
check engine light and store a trouble code on the fuel pressure. An engine runs on fuel just
like the heart of a human runs on oxygen and blood. Therefore, any fuel pump relay issues will
affect fuel flow to the combustion chamber, and your vehicle might have problems starting.
However, this can happen due to several other reasons, such as a choked fuel filter , so you
should always properly diagnose your car before replacing any parts. If the fuel pump relay may
have any bad solderings inside it, it might suddenly lose the relay connection and stop
delivering power to the fuel pump. The part that ensures none of this happens is the fuel pump,
and it cannot work perfectly if the fuel pump relay develops any issues. A faulty fuel pump relay
can also cause the engine not to start at all and be completely dead. No fuel pressure means
that your engine will never start, and if the fuel pump relay failed, it would not give any power to
the fuel pump to build up fuel pressure. When you turn the ignition on in the ignition lock, you
should hear a whirring noise from the rear of the car. This means that the fuel pump started
building fuel pressure in the fuel rail. If you cant hear this, there might be a problem with the
fuel pump relay. You can try to listen closer around the fuel tank for any noise for seconds after
turning the ignition on. In most car models, the fuel pump relay is located in a fuse box
somewhere under your dashboard, but it can also be located in the fuse box in the engine bay.
For different vehicles, the fuel pump relays can be located in different places. The fuel pump
relay is a small electronic device easily acquired online or at the nearest spare parts shop.
Diagnosing a relay is often pretty straight forward. The fuel pump relay does often have 4 pins,
and in this case, it is often easy. If your relay has more pins and not the same numbers
mentioned here, you need to check a wiring diagram. I have been working with cars for 10
years, specialized in diagnostics and troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of
finding false information on the web while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my
content! The fuel pump relay is an important component of the fuel system of your vehicle.
Whenever you turn on the ignition of your vehicle, the fuel pump relay is turned on. Contents
show. Rough Acceleration. Engine Stalling. Engine is completely dead. No noise from fuel pump
on ignition. Where is the Fuel Pump Relay Located? Fuel Pump Relay Replacement Cost. Fuel
Pump Relay Diagnosis. Search This Site Search. Have checked all fuses. Trying to narrow down
the problem to determine if it is the fuel pump but not sure if any sensors, wiring or relay could
be the problem. Please let us know what happens. I have checked the pressure and have none.
Fuses and FP relay are good. Was this answer helpful? Relay will not energize and gray wire
has no bat on it. If power is put to gray wire back at frame rail near pump it will run and engine
will start. Had no ground to terminal 35 of relay. Replaced PCM and got ground. Still have no bat
to terminal Have jumper-ed term 30 to 76 wire that is supposed to run to fuel pump and pump is
not energized. Checked ignition 1 and ignition 2 fuses and are okay. Read could be oil sw so
replaced. Still will not energize fuel relay. Am stumped. On the relay, 30 is powered by a fuse
from the fuse block. It is shown in the diagram I sent. The control side ground comes from the
PCM. When the key is turned on, it will power pin Then after two seconds, it will shut off. It will
send constant voltage cranking and running. Here are the engine and fuel pump wiring
diagrams so you can see how the system works. Check out the diagrams Below. Images Click
to enlarge Was this answer helpful? If that is the case then I need to return PCM and get a
refund or one that is good. Bruce Was this answer helpful? That is why you need to verify that
voltage. If there is no voltage, then yes, the PCM is the issue. Roy Was this answer helpful?
Check the relay and it bench tests fine, however, no power is sensed at the proper terminal to
turn on the relay. Not even a 2 second pulse when cycling the key of and on. Whats the next
step I should take? Thanks a lot Michael Was this answer helpful? Cheers Images Click to
enlarge Was this answer helpful? This is what Im expeirencing now, The fuel pump will cut on
for the 2 secs time only if the oil pressure switch at the rear of the engine is disconnected. Does
it sound faulty? Another thing, I can jump the wires on the oi pressure switch and the pump will
operate. However, it will only blow air, no fuel. I re-assemblied this twice already. Can you think
of what Im doing wrong? When the engine fires up this is where the oil pressure sending unit
powers the fuel pump. Also check for injection pulse width with a noid light Your OPSU is okay
if it turns On the pump while jumpered and key at run. Van is not getting any fuel. Do you. Do
you hear the fuel pump come on for a few secs if so check the fuel pressure if not recheck the

fuel pump fuse and fuel pump relay here is a guide to help with the fuel pump relay test and
location below and engine wiring diagrams. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. I do not
hear the fuel pump. Check for power at the fuel pump connector and the ground side of the
circuit Was this answer. Should there be constant power there or just pulses and if power is
there I would assume its the fuel pump so I got a new one everything is working again, thank
you Was this answer. Nice work, we are here to help, please use 2CarPros anytime. Cannot get
new fuel pump to run. Good evening. Bruce Was this answer. If you look at the diagram, yes, the
PCM controls the control side of the relay. Roy Was this answer. Electrical problem V8 Two
Wheel Drive Automatic miles Chevy Express Van ,miles, Engine died in parking lot, we installed
a new fuel pump, but noticed no power to Grey wire going to pump. Thanks a lot Michael Was
this answer. Hi mdm and welcome to 2carpros It sounds like you have a power failure such as a
bad connection or a trigger failure of such kind, here is the fuel pump wiring which is in the
engine wiring below so I gave you the entire engine wiring diagram and a guide so you can do
some testing. Cheers Images Click to enlarge. Actually I was wrong, I did have the 2 secs worth
of power at the relay. If the fuel pump comes On for 2 secs it should produce pressure -check it
with a fuel pressure gauge and report back your readings. Also check for injection pulse width
with a noid light Your OPSU is okay if it turns On the pump while jumpered and key at run Was
this answer. Ok, I bench tested the pump to make sure I wasn't crazy, pumped fine. What I did
was fill up the capsule with fuel while inserting into the tank, primed it in a way Well, started
right up. I dont know if thats a common problem but I was surprised not to find anything online
about priming the pump. Michael Was this answer. Its sounds more like you had a bad
connection at the pump which is a common failure. Here is an AC Delco pump for Cheers, Ken
Was this answer. Key on, no pump. No 2 sec run. No power to pump. All connections good and
clean. Found and repaired loose connection after replacement failed twice since. Seems to only
happen when warm, parked for hour. Tearing hair out soon. Under hood in relay box here is a
guide to help you and the relay location in the diagrams below. Please let us know if you need
anything else to get the problem fixed. It's jammed under the top of the drivers side fender.
Where someone with large hands like me wouldn't even look for it. Do you have a picture you
could contribute? Our manuals show it in the under hood power center. Unless the van is
maybe a late 96 it may be different Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply.
There Are Some I Removed The Fuel Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! It'll also
show you how to bench test the fuel pump relay in a step-by-step way to find out if it's defective
or not. It's very important that you start off your fuel pump relay diagnostic by first testing the
fuel pump pressure with a fuel pressure test gauge. If the fuel pump relay is activating the fuel
pump, then it'll register about PSI even if the engine does not start. If you do see any fuel
pressure below 50 PSI, the fuel pump although working, is not creating enough pressure to start
the engine and is defective. If you don't have a fuel pressure test gauge, you can borrow one
from your local auto parts store like AutoZone, O'Reilly Auto Parts, etc for a small deposit that
you'll get back when you return it. Don't worry, once you arrive on the site, they'll make sure it
fits! If it doesn't, they'll find you the right one. The easiest and fastest way to find out if the fuel
pump relay is bad is to swap it out with another. The awesome thing is that you don't have to
run out and buy another, since you can swap it out with the AC relay. Locate the fuel pump and
AC compressor relays in the under-hood fuse and relay box. Swap the relays. We're using the
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relay because it won't affect any other system when trying to crank up the engine. Have a
helper crank the engine. The fuel pressure test gauge should show PSI and the engine should
start if the previous relay was defective. This test result confirms that the fuel pump relay is
defective and needs to be replaced. This could mean that the fuel pump relay is not the problem
behind the no-start condition but to be sure, I suggest going on to the next test step: Making
Sure The Fuel Pump Relay Has Power. All Tutorials: 4. Outside the gilded cage This material
may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a
small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website.
Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to
help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this tutorial:. Do
NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam.

